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Abstract
Radial turbines are a class of turbomachinery that extracts work from a high-energy working
fluid. Contrary to an axial turbine seen on commercial aircraft, where the working fluid (air)
travels through the turbine without having a bulk change in direction, radial turbines create
highly three-dimensional flow, with the fluid leaving the turbine perpendicular to its inflow
direction. To aid radial turbomachinery design, automated optimisation algorithms based on
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis have been developed - many of these algorithms
rely on prior knowledge of good turbine design, reducing automation and increasing reliance
on operator skill. To alleviate this problem, the design space allocated to the optimisation
algorithm must be as large as possible. To work towards this goal, this thesis focusses on
the creation of radial turbine CFD mesh geometry using Be´zier curves, the advantage of such
curves being the ability to modify a series of control points defining the curve to manipulate
its shape, while maintaining smooth interface with the remainder of the mesh. Defining the
turbine geometry in such a way allows arbitrary changes to be made to the shape of the fluid
passage. To validate the implementation of this modification to the geometry definition, CFD
simulations were run with various passage shapes, including a scenario exploring the effects
of splitter blades on the flow field. The methodology was found to be sound, successfully
allowing manipulation of the turbine geometry in the form of additional structures added to the
mesh. It was therefore concluded that the methodology is promising as a proof-of-concept, and
will provide a baseline for future forays into the implementation of an optimisation algorithm.
While not included in the scope of this thesis, the future application of this work is in the
implementation of an automated optimisation algorithm. The Be´zier curve control points will
be automatically modified by the optimisation algorithm, allowing the shape of the turbine to
be morphed for aerodynamic advantage, generating highly efficient turbine designs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Project Goals
1.1 Introduction
Effective power generation relies on two main systems - the energy source, and the method
of energy extraction. While in many cases the energy source is not under human control (for
example the sub-surface heat of geothermal energy or solar radiation energy), but the energy
extraction method is controllable. This thesis focusses on the energy extraction part of this
relationship, namely the extraction of power from high-energy working fluid via the use of
turbomachinery. This thesis presents a methodology for generating a Computational Fluid Dy-
namics (CFD) mesh for turbomachinery that is highly customisable, in order to increase the
design space for a future implementation of an optimisation algorithm.
The design tool focusses on the generation of geometry for radial turbines, a class of turboma-
chinery for which the working fluid enters the turbine radially inwards towards the shaft. This
flow is then turned 90 degrees before exiting the turbine through an annular duct parallel to and
around the shaft itself. This is contrary to axial turbomachinery, where all flow runs parallel to
the turbine shaft. An example of a radial inflow turbine rotor is shown in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Example of a radial inflow turbine rotor [1]
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The primary aim of this thesis is to provide a baseline of work to improve the efficiency of a
radial turbine, intended to be used in renewable energy production. Specifically, this baseline
will be provided as groundwork for the future implementation of a robust optimisation algorithm
for automated design of radial turbine rotors. This groundwork is in the form of a new method
for defining the fluid passage (the space between pairs of blades where the working fluid flows)
in a way which will allow arbitrary modifications to the shape of the space between turbine
blades, in order to change the aerodynamic performance of the turbine.
Due to the rise in popularity of renewable energy in recent year this work is very pertinent to
current trends, and any gains that can be made in the design of efficient turbine rotors will be
constructive to the renewable energy industry, improving both the sustainability and viability of
renewable energy systems as primary energy sources.
The motivation behind the turbine design tool being modified in this project is a re-focus of the
parameters which are being varied during the optimisation process [2]. Rather than inputting
geometric quantities related to the shape of the turbine blades, the tool takes input that are prop-
erties related directly to the flow such as how the flow area changes along the fluid passage and
the length of the fluid passage - rather than the passage being an output of physical changes to
the rotor, hub and blade shapes [3]. As a result of this, the optimisation process is more intu-
itive, with the parameters being varied having a direct effect on the aerodynamic performance
of the turbine. A more rigorous explanation of the turbine meshing tool is available in Section
2.1.
Following the modification of the geometry generation methodology, CFD simulations will be
run to ensure compatibility of the new mesh to the existing flow solver, as well as explore
changes to the fluid solution that arise with different fluid passage shapes. Specifically, the
effects of adding splitter blades to the fluid passage will be explored in detail.
Presented in this report is a summary of past work on the topic of turbomachinery optimisation,
a detailed methodology for the modification of the meshing technique, demonstration of the
flow solution using CFD, and concluding with a discussion of the merits and shortfalls of the
geometry definition and intended future extensions using this work as a baseline.
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1.2 Project Goals and Scope
The goals of the project revolve around increasing the capabilities of the existing turbine mesh-
ing tool [2], in order to add additional functionality (in the form of different rotor blade types)
as well as relax some aspects of the passage design. Rather than maintaining a fluid passage
with a constant cross-section profile, the passage will be able to morph arbitrarily with a high
degree of freedom as part of an optimisation process in order to automatically generate desirable
turbine designs.
A further goal of this thesis is to perform fluid analysis on a rudimentary splitter blade (see
Section 2.6) placed within the fluid passage. This will serve as both a proof of the functionality,
and relevance, for the modifications to the geometry definition methodology.
As such, the primary aim of the thesis is to generate highly customisable radial turbine meshes,
suitable for optimisation algorithms implemented in the future. The customisability of the mesh
will work to increase the design space available to the algorithm, potentially encompassing
critical design points with desirable properties such as efficiency maximised.
The scope of this thesis encompasses modification of the geometry definition process of the
turbine meshing tool in a way that allows arbitrary modification of the shape of the fluid passage.
As such, deliverables will include new settings for the geometry generation tool that will allow
changes to be made to the shape of the fluid passage, while maintaining a smooth mesh suitable
for CFD analysis. This will be performed using Be´zier curves to define the fluid passage.
The scope also exclusively covers the rotor portion of the radial turbine. While functionality
does exist to simulate the stator and outlet portions of the radial turbine, it was omitted from this
project - the rotor was modified in isolation as a proof-of-concept to ensure the methodology is
sound before widespread integration with the stator and outlet meshes occurs.
The design tool in its current form does not have a capability to automatically optimise a turbine
design, and the project scope does not include implementation of an optimisation algorithm to
the turbine meshing tool.
3
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Existing Turbine Meshing Tool
2.1.1 Background
Before performing modifications to the turbine geometry definition method, an understanding
of the existing design tool must be established. The background and methodology used when
generating the turbine geometry are described by Jahn and Jacobs [2], and are summarised
below.
The general premise of the meshing process is to generate the turbine geometry based on pa-
rameters that directly affect the fluid flow field within the fluid passage, rather than based on
the physical dimensions of the blades and hub. These parameters include the directions of flow
at the inlet and outlet of the turbine - being key design variables - as well as variables relating
to the fluid expansion process throughout the meridional section (such as the area normal to
the flow and the flow direction). The bulk of the passage is then defined by steadily morphing
the flow passage between the inlet and outlet, maintaining a smooth passage with the desired
parameters. By defining the geometry in this aerodynamics-centric way, the initialisation pa-
rameters directly affect the flow through the turbine, which allows more intuitive tuning of the
flow field.
Due to technological advances in turbomachinery design, for example in materials and miniatur-
ization, the mechanical strength of the turbine takes the role of a constraint to the optimisation
rather than a set of parameters requiring optimisation. For this reason the mechanical design of
the turbine becoming secondary to the aerodynamic design, this being the primary focus of the
turbine meshing tool being presented [2].
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2.1.2 Geometry Generation Process
In order to generate the geometry, the following process is followed;
1. Starting at the inlet, a cross-sectional slice of the fluid mesh is computed based on the
parameters supplied, such as the target flow area at any point within the fluid passage, or
the number of blades. The coordinates of each mesh cells in the slice are calculated in
3-D space, using an (r, θ, z) coordinate system.
2. The coordinates of the cells of this slice are returned - these coordinates will be used in
the generation of the entire fluid domain.
3. Following a streamline which defines the 3-D path taken by the fluid, slices are generated
based on the refinement of the mesh. As a result of this there are now a large number of
slices defined, describing the entire fluid passage.
4. These slices are then combined into a coherent 3-D Eilmer3 grid. To aid mapping to a
radial hub, geometric parameters are defined by a (r, θ, z) coordinate system.
(a) Example of the changing flow area
along the meridional streamline of the tur-
bine fluid passage. [2]
(b) True passage cross sectional shape for
geometry inlet and outlet. [2]
Figure 2.1: Mesh Generation Methodology
Figure 2.1 shows the general methodology for the construction of the rotor passage. Tracing
the meridional streamline, the passage is constructed along its length based on a prescribed area
function, slowly morphing the cross-sectional shape between the inlet and the outlet. Contrary
to the flow through a real turbine, the mesh consists of only a single fluid passage (where a real
turbine would consist of 12-16 for example).
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2.1.3 Aerodynamics-Based Geometry Definition
As an example of aerodynamics-based geometry definition, take a rectangular passage as an
example, as shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Example rectangular passage cross section.
If the height of the passage requires definition, which is the case for part of the geometry defi-
nition process, there are two options, noting that in each case the width W is a constant;
1. The height of the passage can be dependent on the blade height desired, thus defining the
geometry with a mechanical parameter.
2. The height of the passage could be derived from the passage area (A = LxW), thus de-
veloping this dimension of the passage based on a value that will directly affect the flow
- larger area will slow the flow and smaller area will accelerate the flow, among other
effects.
If option 1 were used, the changes to the flow solution would not be a direct result of the taller
blades, instead the flow would change due to the change in passage area. Therefore, if the
area is defined directly the effects to turbine performance are able to be modified with greater
intuition.
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2.2 Usage of Radial Turbines in Power Generation
To solidify the motivation behind a radial, rather than axial, turbine meshing tool, the advan-
tages of a radial design will be discussed. A study by the Queensland Geothermal Energy
Centre of Excellence (QGECE) concluded that radial turbines were the most suitable design for
geothermal power extraction based on ease of modification for differing geothermal resources,
favourable off-design performance resulting in greater turbine effectiveness throughout seasonal
changes, less sensitivity to blade profile innaccuracies, higher blade strength to allow the use
of higher density fluids, and an easier manufacturing process [4]. With such favourable proper-
ties, highly efficient radial turbine designs are likely to see widespread use in renewable energy
generation.
While renewable energy production is a primary motivator for this project, the design of highly
efficient turbines is also suitable for aerospace applications, particularly helicopters. Where
aeroplanes typically favour axial designs due to the minimal disruption of flow direction (im-
portant due to the planes high forward velocity) helicopters do not have such a constraint, and
therefore can benefit from the higher efficiency of radial designs in a situation where flow di-
rection is not as critical.
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2.3 Optimisation of Turbomachinery
Much of the past literature in the field of radial turbine optimisation utilised optimisation param-
eters based on the geometry of the blades and rotor hub, rather than aerodynamically relevant
flow properties. While good for mechanical design, these parameters created non-intuitive so-
lutions to design problems.
Ebaid and Al-Hamdan [5] explored the optimisation of a turbine using both geometric and flow
parameters. A solver was first run with optimisation parameters such as rotor-tip diameter and
blade width-to-tip diameter ratio, and flow angles, among others. This first step performed
the majority of the optimisation, finding results such as the optimal blade number and turbine
diameters. With the first set of parameters constrained, the geometry was completed by solving
for the most optimal fluid passage length and passage shape. These geometry parameters are not
generated automatically within the optimisation technique, instead the passage length is found
with a mean-stream velocity distribution method. The passage shape is found with a method
consisting of analysing the fluid behaviour in the channel with fluid mechanics techniques, and
iteratively removing undesired flow irregularities. Ebaid and Al-Hamdan describe this method
as ”very laborious, time consuming and expensive computationally” [5]. This method also relies
on prior knowledge of an approximately optimal passage shape, reducing the automation of the
method and increasing design time.
The final point raised by Ebaid and Al Hamdan regarding the difficulties optimising passage
shape is very pertinent to the work being completed throughout this project. The alleviation
of this specific drawback is the primary focus of this thesis project. By removing constraints
on the shape of the fluid passage, optimisation performed by future algorithms will have the
opportunity to explore passage shapes that are not typical or obvious, removing the need for
prior knowledge regarding optimal design, and reducing the human interaction required to reach
an optimal point.
The utilisation of constraints to the optimisation to account for material structural limits is a
recurring methodology in a number of studies [2] [5] [6]. This does provide a level of merit
to defining the turbine rotor in terms of the dimensions of the solid component, as this would
simplify the constraints required in order to achieve a turbine design which does not fail under
design loading. These structural constraints could be added to the aerodynamic model as the
blade geometry is generated from the passage shape, however these constraints would be more
indirect and would become secondary to aerodynamic performance.
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Conclusions reached in a study by Odabaee M., Hooman, K. and Sauret E. indicate that more
flexibility in turbine performance was obtained through modification of the hub contour (see
Figure 2.3), rather than changes to the properties of the turbine blades [6]. The goal of the
optimisation process used was to provide a robust method to optimise the geometry of a 7kW
radial in-flow turbine to suit R-134a working fluid - to achieve this, a multi-objective evolution-
ary algorithm was used, with optimisation goals being maximum total-to-static efficiency and
lowest thrust loading to minimise axial loading on the turbine bearing.
With these gains due to hub contour design in mind, by unconstraining the control points along
the entire base of the fluid passage allows both changes to the hub contour as described in the
paper, as well as creating contours along the length of the passage [6]. By performing a robust
optimization with these passage parameters left to hunt for an optimal operating geometry,
further gains to turbine efficiency may be possible based on the findings in [6]. It can also be
concluded that to benefit from the performance flexibility offered by changing the hub contour,
the more important surface to increase design freedom on is the floor of the fluid passage, and
as such this is where most of the design modification is to occur.
Figure 2.3: Example of modifications to the hub contour of a turbine. The turbine blade would
lay on the top of this axisymmetric surface
It has been found that in general a radial turbine optimisation process involves a large amount
of cross-dependency between variables such as vane height, blade base thickness, blade curva-
ture and lean angle, and trailing edge blade height. The parameters were found to each have
at least some effect on both mechanical and aerodynamic performance, rather than a direct ef-
fect. Specifically, it is mentioned that the blade curvature in itself is dependent on a number
of parameters, which increases the complexity of the coupling [2] [7]. The result of this cross-
coupling is an increase in the difficulty of manual design iterations as the effect of changing
each variable is not clearly known.
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Success in radial turbine optimisation has also been found by Pasquale, Ghidoni and Rebay [8]
using genetic algorithms to modify the geometry of a radial turbine. The methodology used for
this optimisation process was a combination of CFD and post-processing using a mesh that was
defined using physical parameters relevant to turbine design including the blade angles, wedge
and stagger angles, throat span and precise blade location. The overall optimisation algorithm
was based on a genetic algorithm, chosen due to its robustness and ability to converge to global
minima rather than the local minima favoured by gradient-based methods [8]. Rather than per-
forming full CFD analyses each time an iteration is performed, meta-models (computationally
efficient mathematical functions based on carefully chosen runs of different geometries) were
used liberally - this was found to significantly reduce the computational cost of the optimisa-
tion process, without affecting the integrity of the final result [8]. After each genetic algorithm
generation run using meta-models, the best solution was run using CFD, providing more data
to the meta-model and refining its accuracy.
Figure 2.4: Demonstration of Local vs. Global Minima. If the design space only spans 0 to
x0, although an optimal efficiency may be reached within the specified range, a better design
(denoted by a lower f(x)) may be ignored due to the restricting design space
Figure 2.4 shows a stylised representation of the effect of a restrictive design space, with a more
optimal critical point (assuming that f(x)min is desired) outside of the shaded design space. By
expanding the design space by moving x0 upwards, increasing the freedom of the optimisation
process, a better critical point may become available.
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As a result of the meta-model and genetic algorithm optimisation process a general trend found
was that the algorithm tended to seek results which directed the flow smoothly and gently, dis-
couraging the formation of shocks and other abrupt changes in flow properties. These findings
may prove useful as a starting point for future optimisation methods using the aerodynamics-
focussed geometry generation, as a starting point closer to the final solution will always result in
a lower computational time. The usage of meta-models is also promising, as the computational
time is reduced without major drawbacks in the final solution.
It is clear that there is potential for gains in turbine performance in two areas. Firstly, perfor-
mance gains stemming from increasing the robustness of optimisation methods can increase the
level of automation of the process, reducing human interaction and yielding performance gains
by finding solutions closer to a global rather than local critical point. Secondly, by defining the
rotor geometry directly with aerodynamic properties, the optimisation process should become
more intuitive and computationally efficient for both manual and automatic design iterations.
2.4 Adjoint Optimisation
Note that while adjoint optimisation is not in scope for this thesis, by unconstraining the fluid
passage shape for the turbine, the opportunity to utilise this method in the future is opened.
This section therefore only presents a brief introduction to the viability of the method and its
application to turbomachinery design. This summary serves as additional motivation for this
thesis topic.
The adjoint optimisation method has been used very successfully in the optimisation of an
axial turbine for aerospace applications, by Shahpar and Caloni [9]. They utilised the adjoint
method in the aerodynamic optimisation of guide vane geometry within the turbine, showing
good convergence to a solution in a large amount of cases, however in some instances the
solution converged to unfeasible results [9]. The methodology employed in this study was
based on work pioneered by Antony Jameson, where control theory was used in aerodynamic
design of aerofoils.
Through his trials, Jameson concluded that since the adjoint equation is of a similar complexity
to the flow equation (in his case the optimisation subject was an aerofoil) that the cost of each
iteration is of the order of two flow solutions - a feasible computational expensive overhead [10].
Based on prior use of the adjoint method in topology optimisation, its application to the shape
optimisation of a radial turbine is clear. While being a gradient-based method, recalling that
gradient methods tend to favour local rather than global optima, with careful selection of the
initial design point based on prior engineering knowledge, this drawback can be mitigated.
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2.5 Inverse Design Methods
For any optimisation process, there needs to be a goal for the algorithm to strive towards - this
type of design, working back from a known desired output to determine the required rotor, is
known as an ’inverse’ design method, as opposed to a direct design method where the rotor
is generated first, and run through a solver to allow comparison of performance [11]. The
methods presented in this section utilise a design strategy that is primarily based on aerodynamic
performance parameters (such is definition of the geometry used
In 1991, M. Zangeneh undertook an investigation into the usage of inverse design methods
for the purpose of turbomachinery design [11]. Zangeneh presented two methods, one be-
ing an approximate method ignoring the pitch-wise variation in density around the rotor for
computational efficiency, the other being an exact solution. Due to the highly complex and
three-dimensional nature of the flow through a radial turbine, an inverse approach was deemed
most suitable by Zangeneh, as using a direct approach and modifying the geometry to remove
unwanted flow features can be a difficult task, as changes to one part of the blades has a large
affect on the flow elsewhere in the rotor.
In order to perform the inverse design methods, two primary flow properties were examined -
the quantity rV¯θ representing the circumferentially averaged swirl velocity, was prescribed for
the hub and shroud contours, as well as the Mach number of the flow along the length of the
passage. It was found that with careful choice of the distribution of rV¯θ throughout the rotor,
the properties of both the flow and turbine blades can be tuned to a degree. For example, by
maintaining a constant rV¯θ across the span of the rotor trailing edge, the vortex sheets in this
area could be removed, reducing the kinetic energy losses in the area and thus increasing energy
production [11]. Zangeneh presented other driving factors behind the choice of rV¯θ as a design
target - as such if an inverse design method is to be utilised in the turbine design tool used in
this thesis, it may be a useful parameter for quanitifying the success of turbine designs.
Furthermore it was found that the approximate solution to the problem produced a set of blades
within manufacturing tolerance of the exact solution but with a much lower computational ex-
pense, this expense being a major drawback in current turbomachinery design technology.
In a later joint project between D. Bonaiuti and M. Zangeneh the inverse three-dimensional de-
sign method was again used in turbomachinery design [12]. This project used a similar method
of prescribing flow property distributions as an input to the optimisation process, rather than
utilising a direct method which would require the tracking of a very large number of parame-
ters [12].
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Figure 2.5: Blade loading results from Zangeneh and Bonaiuti, displaying the results of an
optimisation of the blade loading parameter [12].
Instead, it was proposed that the ’blade loading’ of the turbine rotor could be used to describe
the blade shape - the general approach of the methodology was to optimise this blade loading
distribution rather than the rotor itself - from an optimal blade loading the rotor design would
be a by-product [12].
In a similar way that rV¯θ could be used to control the behaviour of the turbine, it is proposed
that a new parameter, the blade loading (drV¯θ
dm
) can be used to describe the flow field through the
body of the channel, with rV¯θ used to control flow at the leading and trailing edges [12]. The
intention was to prescribe a target blade loading at a few points throughout the fluid passage, to
act as a goal for the optimisation process. A multi-objective genetic algorithm would then be
used to perform the bulk of the heavy-lifting for the process [12].
As a result of this analysis it was found that by utilising the three-dimensional inverse design
method, the complexity of the interactions between design and performance parameters was
greatly reduced, to a degree where they could be adequately represented by mathematical mod-
els known as response surface models (RSM). Rather than applying the optimisation algorithm
directly to the turbomachinery geometry, the techniques would apply to the RSM model, greatly
reducing computational cost.
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2.6 Splitter Blade Performance
Splitter blades are a second set of blades placed on the radial turbine hub. Typically, these
blades do not span the entire length of the fluid passage, instead starting or ending part of the
way along the passage, acting as a temporary separation (or split) between two halves of the
fluid flow. Typically, these blades are located in areas where the fluid passage is wide - the
purpose of these blades is to increase the uniformity of the flow through the fluid passage [13].
In a wide passage without a splitter blade, the pressure difference between the high and low
pressure sides of the blade are high. Similar to vortices that arise from aeroplane wing tips,
this high pressure differential creates tip spillage, upsetting the flow and increasing losses [13].
The splitter blade spreads this pressure differential over an additional blade, alleviating these
symptoms.
Figure 2.6 shows an example of a radial turbine rotor with splitter blades, taken from US Patent
5,639,217 1997 [13].
Figure 2.6: Example of an impeller rotor with splitter blades. Blades labelled 3 are the main
blades, with the blades labelled 4 (shorter blades) being the splitter blades. [13]
.
In a study conducted at the NASA Lewis Research Centre in 1970, the performance of radial
turbines with and without splitter blades were experimentally compared [14]. It was found that
the turbine rotor without splitter blades was marginally (< 1%) more efficient than a similar
turbine with splitter blades. By implementing splitter blade rotors into the turbine meshing
tool the difference between the two blade types can be determined. This will allow an inves-
tigation of the performance impact of adding splitter blades to the rotor from a CFD perspective.
14
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W. D. Tjokroaminata et. al. implemented an inverse design method in 1994 (such as that used in
the turbine meshing tool modified in this thesis) to examine the effect of adding splitter blades
to a radial turbine intended for use in a helicopter power plant. As a result of adding the splitter
blades, the blade loading of the main blades was able to be tailored with more finesse to achieve
more optimal performance. Furthermore, a secondary effect was the disruption of an ”inviscid
reverse flow” on the high pressure side of the blades [15].
In a study by K. Vasava and M. Patel, the effect of splitter blades in a pump were analysed.
While not directly analogous to a turbine rotor, the changes to the flow structure created by
the splitter blades is still relevant [16]. It was found that by introducing splitter blades to the
impeller rotor, the operating range of the pump is increased, with a higher average efficiency
across the acceptable operating range.
The above would result in a more desirable blade loading and a more uniform flow turning
process, resulting in fewer losses due to unnecessarily high pressure points on the blades. Fur-
thermore, the disruption of the reverse flow would better align flow through the turbine, again
reducing losses. Linking back to Pasquale, Ghidoni and Rebay’s work in turbine optimisa-
tion [8], the addition of splitter blades to the turbine design may help to promote the desired
smooth turning of the flow, which may result in higher efficiencies for the radial turbine. Fur-
thermore, the ability to influence the blade loading with a high degree of precision may result
in easier conformity to desired blade loading distributions.
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2.7 Critical Review and Conclusions from Literature Review
Through completing a review of a series of existing studies into concepts applicable to this
project, a knowledge gap and potential to improve current turbine optimisation processes has
been identified.
A large number of previous investigations into radial turbine optimisation use parameters based
on geometric factors such as blade curvature and blade height when defining the geometry of
the turbine rotor. While this methodology is advantageous in the mechanical design due to the
structural properties of the turbine being directly known (in the context of stress analysis and
blade loading analysis), it is non-intuitive when aerodynamic optimisation is desired. Another
deficiency identified is that of passage shape optimisation. In most cases the trend is to utilise
a passage shape known to be efficient from prior knowledge, which may neglect some oppor-
tunities for performance gains from more complex shapes. Ebaid and Al-Hamdan did explore
passage shape optimisation, however this method relied on inspecting the flow behaviour of the
fluid through the turbine and manually correcting any undesirable flow structures; a method
which is labour intensive and computationally expensive in comparison to the remainder of
the automated optimisation [5], while still relying on knowledge of passage shape features that
increase performance.
By expanding the design space of the turbine to include arbitrary passage shapes, a future opti-
misation algorithm may find novel passage shapes that don’t resemble prior work and would not
be obvious as a solution when performing manual design iteration. By removing the require-
ment for prior knowledge of effective turbine design, all design decisions are driven exclusively
by aerodynamic advantage, regardless of the resemblance to currently used designs.
Adjoint optimisation has also been used to great effect in aerodynamic optimisation problems,
and the application of this method to the shape optimisation of the rotor passage is an area in
which exploration would be advantageous to the field of turbine optimisation [9] [10]. There-
fore, optimising via the adjoint method is promising for future extensions on this project.
The use of theories presented in investigations into inverse models in the the turbine design tool
modified in this thesis appears to be a good direction to take. Based on the work by Zangeneh
and Bonaiuti, who presented their results for the optimal configuration of the blade loading and
circumferentially averaged swirl velocity, a target for the flow parameters through the fluid pas-
sage can be obtained. This could then be used as a prescribed target output of the optimisation
process, to avoid using purely direct methods and slowing down the optimisation process.
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The direct method of optimisation is still a viable option, however prior literature does indicate
that this method is not efficient, particularly in the design of radial machinery. Utilising the
adjoint method, however, may alleviate this efficiency drawback, and could be used as a hybrid
between direct and inverse methods - the turbine mesh would be modified directly in order to
achieve a calculated blade loading that matches a prescribed distribution.
Again the implementation of such an optimisation function is not within the scope of this thesis
project, however in the formulation of the modifications to the turbine design tool, future usage
of the functionality must be considered.
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Chapter 3
Project Methodology
3.1 Passage Cross-Section Modification
3.1.1 Background and Approach
In order to unconstrain the shape of the fluid passage the first task of this thesis was to re-define
the boundaries of the fluid passage in a way which would allow arbitrary modifications to be
made to the shape of the turbine without unsettling the continuity of the fluid passage. In order
to do this, the lower three sides of the passage cross section (shown as Figure 3.1) were defined
using Be´zier Curves, the advantage of which is the ability to modify various control points while
maintaining smooth passage walls. This allows many blade types to be explored using the same
base class for generating passage slices. As a secondary effect of defining the passage exterior
with Be´zier curves, corner fillets were also able to be added simultaneously.
For ease of explanation, a diagram of the general blocking structure is provided in Figure 3.1.
When referring to a line, it will be denoted by its two end points. For example, a line between
M3 and R3 will be denoted M3R3.
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Figure 3.1: Cross-section and labelling structure of the original blocking structure. the labels
with T and C preceding are block labels, with S, M and R being nodes.
This mesh consists of two major sections, blocks C0 through C3, and blocks T0 through T3.
The C blocks consist the blade-bound section of the passage, with the T blocks consisting the
tip clearance. The turbine blade sides trace like R1R0 and R2R3, with the passage floor being
R1R2. The turbine shroud is included as the top face, S0 to S4.
Introduction to Be´zier Curves
A Be´zier curve is a N-dimensional parametric curve that is defined by a number of control
points - contrary to a spline, however, the curve does not pass through the control points (with
the two end points being an exception). The special properties of a Be´zier curve are how the
end points are handled. At the first and last points, the curve will have the same direction as a
vector from the first point to second point, or the second-last to the last point for the start and
end respectively. Figure 3.2 displays a simple example of a Be´zier curve.
Figure 3.2: An example of a 4-point Be´zier curve. Particularly note the slope of the lines at the
end point matches that of the line between the two points nearest the end.
By exploiting this start and end point behaviour, the interface between the Be´zier curve and
adjacent lines can be controlled effectively with careful selection of the two points at either end
- this then gives a large amount of freedom with the remainder of the points while maintaining
the smooth ends.
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3.1.2 Methodology
To implement the Be´zier curve definition of the fluid passage, the general layout of the existing
block structure was followed. This included an approximation of the arc obtained by mapping
the slices to the rotor hub, as well as the side walls. By utilising the existing corner locations
established previously, this change was implemented with minimal disruption of the existing
meshing process.
The transition to a Be´zier Curve definition required consideration of the following points;
• Tracing of the existing walls, with deviations to the shape made to account for a fillet
radius at the blade.
• A correction to the passage area accounting for the reduction in flow area created by
the fillets. Since the area of the fluid passage is prescribed during initialisation of the
geometry design, this is required to accurately portray the area input.
• A method for generating a Be´zier curve to closely approximate a circular arc, in order
to maintain correct geometry for a radial turbine hub. It was important to make this
definition parametric in order to maintain the approximate arc as the cross sectional shape
changed along the passage.
Figure 3.3 below shows the layout of the modified fluid passage. The perforated lines indicate
where Be´zier curves were placed. Note also the filleted corners at M1, R1, M2 and R2.
Figure 3.3: Cross-section and labelling structure of the original blocking structure
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In order to create the dotted lines, compound lines were required. These compound lines were
created using Polylines, which is a feature implemented within the Eilmer3 meshing program
[17]. To create a Polyline, the simple lines creating the desired path must be created. Then,
these paths are passed into the Polyline, stitching them together as a single line. The advantage
of this is that complex lines can be broken down to simpler parts, without losing the ability to
create a single mesh block edge.
Figure 3.4 shows an example of Polyline usage in corner R1 of the mesh. Lines 1, 2 and 3 are
constructed first, line 2 is then evaluated at its halfway point (parametrised by length between
t = 0 and t = 1, the line is evaluated at t = 0.5) in order to gain the coordinate position of the
corner node R1. In order to create the left vertical segment, a Polyline is then created with Line
1 and Line 2a, with the lower horizontal segment consisting of 2b and 3.
Figure 3.4: Example of Polyline usage
This method was used at each of R1, M1, R2 and M2, totaling 6 Polylines used in the construc-
tion of the passage.
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Corner Fillets
It was important to include corner fillets in the generation of the fluid passage to accurately cap-
ture the resulting turbine geometry after manufacture. Any machining process will leave a finite
radius fillet in corners intended to be sharp and therefore this behaviour should be accounted
for in the fluid analysis. In addition to this, the utilisation of corner fillets can relieve stress
concentrations, which will increase the strength of the rotor.
The corner fillets were implemented using Be´zier curves rather than arcs, using the coordinates
of the pre-filleted corner as a control point. An advantage of using Be´zier curves is the simplicity
of orienting the curve in 3 dimensional space. If an arc were to be used, 3 points would be
required for full definition - the two end points and the centre of the traced circle. While the end
points can be derived easily, some vector calculations would be required to define the correct
plane (using the directions of the lines at the arc ends) for the centre point to lay on. By using
the coordinates of the pre-fillet corner as a control point, it was enforced that the fillet would
smoothly interface with the passage walls, and remain in-line with the cross-section. Figure 3.5
displays the control point structure for producing the corner fillets.
Figure 3.5: The control point structure for Be´zier curve fillets. Nodes indicate the three control
points. The solid line is the constructed curve, and the perforated lines indicate the position of
the original sharp corner.
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Figures 3.6 through 3.8 show Paraview images of the mesh after implementation of corner
fillets.
(a) Mesh cross-section close to the Rotor Outlet
(b) Mesh cross-section just after the Rotor Inlet
Figure 3.6: Cross-sections of the fluid passage, close to the outlet and inlet of the turbine respec-
tively. The filleted corners can be seen in the lower left and right corners of each cross-section.
Figures 3.6a and 3.6b demonstrate the fillet implementation, particularly the continuity of the
fillet as the passage changes shape. Considerations were made in the implementation of the
fillet corner to ensure that the radius of the fillet stay constant along the length of the passage
rather than morphing as the cross-section changes.
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Figure 3.7: Snapshot of the mesh at the rotor outlet
Figure 3.8: Modified mesh from the underside - the filleted corners can be seen along the length
of the passage
Figure 3.7 shows the shape of the fluid passage outlet, with rounded lower corners clearly seen.
Figure 3.8 shows the entire fluid domain, with the filleted corners seen to span the entire length
of the passage, as intended.
The implementation of the filleted corners in the fluid passage works with minimal disruption
to the meshing process, bar some minor computational expense. The passage also remains
smooth, which is critical for CFD analysis and maintaining a coherent flow solution.
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Area Correction for Corner Fillets
As a result of implementing fillets into the passage corners, some flow area restriction arose.
In order to accurately follow the passage area function set before mesh generation, a correction
was made to the flow area accounting for this restriction, depicted in Figure 3.9. Once the
degree of flow restriction was calculated, this area was then added to the top of the fluid passage
in order to return the flow area to the prescribed value.
Figure 3.9: Depiction of the Area Correction Required - the grey area is the part of the fluid
cross-section restricted by the fillet corners
Using the geometry of the fillet shown in Figure 3.10, a function was derived to allow the area
restriction of the fillet to be characterised as a function of fillet radius and internal corner angle,
θ.
Figure 3.10: Labelling convention and geometry for area correction calculation
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To derive this equation, the corner geometry was split into two triangles, calculating the area
to the left of the lines labelled ’r’. The area of the part-circle with angle θ was then taken
away from the total area, leaving just the shaded area as a quantity. The final form of the area
correction equation is shown as Equation 3.1
Afillet = r
2
fillet ·
[
− pi + θ + 2 ·
( 1
tan
(
θ
2
))] (3.1)
This fillet area was calculated for both lower corners in order to add to the overall passage area
- this area was added simply as an increase in cross-sectional height.
The angle θ is the sum of the lean angle and the wall angle created by the delta between the root
and tip thickness of the rotor blades. To get the latter angle, a circular calculation is required -
the passage height is needed to find this angle, but the angle is required for the area correction
to then obtain the height. This angle is approximated in the code by performing two simple
iterations of the passage height calculation, to marginally converge to the correct solution. The
angle will generally remain in a range between 5 and 10 degrees, so the iteration will be able
to find a reasonable solution efficiently due to the relatively small range of possible values. In
the event that the angle is not reached exactly, the effect on the total area of the passage will be
minimal.
Approximating an Arc with Be´zier Curves
For lines M1M2 and R1R2, the Be´zier curve defined must approximately follow an arc, with a
radius defined by its position on the hub. These lines - in the tool’s baseline form - were defined
using exact arcs initialised with the centre point at the rotor axis. To define these Be´zier curves
in a way that morphs with the passage, an automated method for generating control points based
on the radius of curve required and the angle of the start and end point in the global (r, θ, z)
coordinate system was required.
In order to do this, an equation was formulated to apply a scaling factor to the radial position
of the control points depending on the angular position along the arc. At either end of the arc
(denoted as θ1 and θ2) the function will return the radius of the arc (with no scaling). At the
centre (θ = θ1+θ2
2
) the function will reach a maximum, resulting in a curve of control points
further away from the target arc in a symmetrical pattern. Equation 3.2 is the resultant equation
found to satisfy the above requirements. Trigonometric relationships were found to be the
simplest way to implement the control point function - by using these the function can be made
of components that move between 0 and 1 relatively smoothly, requiring the terms within the
sine and cosine functions to increase from 0 to pi.
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Figure 3.11 shows the resulting control point layout after applying the multiplier function. Note
that the diagram is looking from above the arcs in the negative z direction.
Figure 3.11: Top view of the control point structure for approximating an arc. The uppermost
solid line is the arc being approximated, and the black squares trace the desired control point
position for constructing the Be´zier curve.
The Be´zier curves along the bottom edge (lines M1M2 and R1R2) are defined with an arbitrary
number of control points, with the number able to be modified with a single variable. The
position of the points is as follows, in the (r,θ,z) coordinate system;
• rBe´zier = rarc × (1 + 0.15 · f(θ)), where;
f(θ) = cos
(
θ1 + θ2
2
− θ
)
− cos
(
θ1 − θ2
2
)
(3.2)
With θ1 and θ2 being the angular positions originally bounding the arc, and θ being the
angular position of the control point - part of a set of evenly spaced points. This algorithm
follows the arc (by tracking rarc) and applies a modification to it based on θ.
• θ values were obtained as an evenly spaced set between θ1 and θ2. This range of θ is
calculated first, and is what is then passed into equation 3.2 to calculate the r value.
• zBe´zier = zarc. As the Be´zier curve lays on the same z-plane as the original arc, the z
coordinate of each control point is the same as eachother, and the original arc.
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The function for X described creates a plot as shown in Figure 3.12 below;
Figure 3.12: Plot of Be´zier Multiplier Function for θ1 = 1.0 radians and θ2 = 1.2 radians
As can be seen, when the function is at the θ boundaries its value is zero, forcing the Be´zier
control point to coincide with the original arc end point (however the code doesn’t generate a
point there), and with a maximum in the middle of the range. This will create a symmetrical
curve of Be´zier points all ≥ rarc. The second multiplier (0.15 used above) can then be tweaked
until an approximate circle is generated by the Be´zier curve.
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3.1.3 Splitter Blade Construction
As an extension to the modification of the passage shape to include Be´zier curves, experimen-
tation was performed regarding the introduction of new features into the shape of the mesh.
This experimentation forms a basis for future endeavours into the introduction of new blade
types, especially splitter blades, which could use the same method with small tweaks to the
methodology.
In order to introduce these new shapes, the locations of the Be´zier curve control points required
systematic modification based on the goals of the change. As a first test, the lower curves of
the passage (consisting the floor of the fluid passage) were modified over a short range, from
1
2
to 3
4
of the way along the passage, corresponding to a range of 0.5 ≤ L ≤ 0.75. In order
to implement this, a small block of code was included in the construction of the passage to
detect when a slice was being generated within this range of meridional position, modifying the
control points.
To modify the control points to generate a peak in the centre of the passage (simulating at a
small scale the method used to produce splitter blades), the two Be´zier control points closest to
the centre of the passage were moved ’upwards’ towards the roof of the cross-section for each
slice. Note that for each slice ’upwards’ will be a different direction due to the passage turning,
however this will result in a blade that turns with the passage as intended. An example of the
kind of control point movement used is shown in Figure 3.13.
Figure 3.13: Example of the movement of control points to create a splitter blade. Black nodes
indicate the Be´zier curve control points. This structure was used for both R1R2 and M1M2.
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In order to produce this modified movement, the two centre Be´zier control points of both lines
R1R2 and M1M2 were recalculated as a weighted average point between the original control
point position and a target point. The modification of both lines was required to avoid the cell
edges overlapping, which results in meshing errors. In order to keep the new curve as in-plane
as possible, the target point for initial experimentation was chosen as the centre of arc M0M3 -
this will cause the control points to move towards the upper centre point of each respective slice
(meaning that the control points will move in a unique direction for each slice), maintaining the
surface contour.
The weighted average was calculated using the following process for the x, y and z coordinates.
The original control point will be subscripted with a 0, and the target point will be subscripted
with a t.
xnew =
a · x0 + b · xt
a+ b
(3.3)
Where the ratio between a and b can be tuned to control the degree of control point movement,
for example a larger b
a
ratio will result in a larger movement of the control point, and therefore
a larger change to the overall passage shape.
As an alternative to the weighted average, a gradient-based extrapolation method was also ex-
plored - the general equation used to modify the control points with this method is as follows;
Pnew = Pold + x ∗ (Ptarget − Pold) (3.4)
Where in each case, P represents a 3-dimensional point in space as an (x,y,z) coordinate.
The advantage of this extrapolation definition is that the point is not constrained to the area
between the original point and the target point - this gives more freedom to the scale of the
change to the fluid passage, as shown in Figure 3.14.
Figure 3.14: Comparison between the behaviour of the weighted average (left) and the gradient
(right) methods for modifying control points. For the weighted average case, the control point
is at its maximum vertical location at the top of the passage. The gradient case, however, has
unlimited vertical freedom allowing a larger splitter to be made.
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With the methodology established and implemented within the turbine meshing code, Figure
3.15 shows two views of the mesh after modifying the Be´zier curves.
(a) Example external mesh shape achieved by modi-
fying Be´zier Control Points, showing the mesh mod-
ification from below
(b) Example cross-sectional shape achieved by mod-
ifying Be´zier Control Points
Figure 3.15: Example of shape modification using Be´zier control points
This example passage shape change is significant and is not intended as an example of an advan-
tageous change, instead as a proof-of-concept for similar changes driven more by aerodynamic
advantage in future mesh shape testing.
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Considerations were made for the shape of the leading and trailing edge behaviour of these
structures added to the fluid passage also, to avoid a sharp change in the passage floor as the
points go from their original position to their new modified position. In order to do this, a cosine
function was modified in order to produce a smooth ramp up at the leading edge, and a smooth
ramp down at the trailing edge. Figure 3.16 shows the target behaviour of the function.
Figure 3.16: The intended behaviour for the leading and trailing edges of the ’splitter’. This
profile is what the blade will look like from side-on.
In order to achieve this a cosine function was utilised with some minor modifications to achieve
the target behaviour. The equation following this behaviour is shown as Equation 3.5.
f(x) =

−cos( x−x1
x2−x1 ) x1 ≤ x ≤ x1 + 0.05
1 x1 + 0.05 ≤ x ≤ x2 − 0.05
−cos( x−x2
x1−x2 ) x2 − 0.05 ≤ x ≤ x2
(3.5)
This will provide smoothing functions spanning 0.05 of the total passage length - by adjusting
this value the gradient of the ramps can be adjusted depending on the geometry desired.
The result of implementing this ramp up and ramp down function to the features that are in-
cluded in the mesh, the flow will move more smoothly over the feature and therefore will disrupt
it less. Without this function, the features will have almost vertical wallas at both the leading
and trailing edge, which without special considerations to thickness of the blade in these areas
will create significant flow disturbance and losses.
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Chapter 4
Computational Fluid Dynamics Analysis
With the geometry definition of the radial turbine fluid passage modified to allow arbitrary shape
changes, a number of CFD cases were run to both verify that the mesh retained functionality, as
well as explore the fluid solution of turbines with alterations made the the shape of the passage.
4.1 Solver and Scenario
The fluid analysis was run using UQ’s in-house CFD solver Eilmer4 [18] - by applying initial
conditions and boundary conditions to the mesh, the solution then steps through time, calculat-
ing the state of the fluid.
During the turbine meshing tool’s initial build Eilmer4 was not yet available, with the geometry
generation therefore being performed using Eilmer3 [17]. In order to then run the simulation in
Eilmer4, extra steps were added to the running process in order to convert the mesh block-by-
block to Eilmer4 for running. This conversion, however, adds minimal time to the process of
beginning a simulation, instead being only an extra simple command line prompt in the process.
For the purposes of this thesis the simulation was run with the rotor isolated - the stator por-
tion of the turbine was not analysed. This simulation therefore was run with high-energy fluid
flowing directly into the rotor inlet with a prescribed velocity and direction (see section 4.2 -
Boundary Conditions). The rotor was also run with a rotational velocity to simulate the inter-
action between the turbine rotor and the shroud - within the mesh exists a gap above the blades
and without a rotational velocity the conditions in this mixing region will not be captured suffi-
ciently.
The simulation was run with inviscid fluid so there are no frictional losses within the system.
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4.2 Boundary Conditions
As mentioned in section 4.1.1, the turbine was run with the rotor isolated - this did change how
the boundary conditions were set, as the fluid velocity was not initialised by a stator before
entering the rotor inlet. As the rotor rotates throughout the fluid analysis, the direction of the
in-flow had to be chosen carefully to ensure that the flow continued to enter the fluid domain
with the correct direction. Due to the rotational nature of the simulation, a radial inflow from
stagnation was chosen. The premise of this boundary condition is that the stagnation conditions
for the inflow are set (temperature and pressure). This essentially acts as an infinite reservoir
outside of the mesh. The flow is then isentropically expanded to the pressure of the cell at the
inlet (which will be lower than stagnation), this process giving the velocity of the flow.
The direction of the flow is also set as part of this boundary condition, and this is where the
radial behaviour becomes important. By specifying the direction of the inlet flow as radial, the
flow travels inwards through a cylinder towards r=0. Within this condition a further flow angle
’alpha’ can be set, which will create a swirl as the fluid flows inwards, as shown in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Top-down diagram showing the behaviour of the ”radial” inlet boundary condition.
The arrows represent velocity vectors.
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The important property of the flow when designing the boundary conditions is the relative ve-
locity (Vrel) of the fluid in the frame of the turbine inlet. For each turbine design there will be a
prescribed inlet direction - imagine the turbine is not rotating, the optimal direction for the flow
is parallel to the blades at the inlet. Once the rotor starts rotating, the tangential velocity of the
rotor inlet is added to the velocity of the inlet flow via vector addition, resulting in an inlet flow
that is not in the desired direction. Therefore, in order to achieve the correct inlet flow direction
the rotational speed of the turbine must be chosen in addition to the velocity vector of the inlet
flow, such that after vector addition the resultant velocity vector is as desired. A diagram of the
velocity triangle used for radial turbine inflow condition specification is shown in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: The velocity triangle used for calculating the inlet flow conditions. Vrel has a target
direction to achieve, and is the resultant of a vector addition between U and V. V is in the
stationary frame of reference, while U and Vrel are in the turbine frame of reference.
Handling changes between the relative and absolute frames is an important concept in turboma-
chinery analysis. While CFD results often show flow solutions in the frame of the turbine (the
fluid travels along the passage) the more telling flow properties are often in the absolute frame.
Converting from the relative to absolute frames requires a change in fluid velocity. If the fluid
is stationary in the relative frame, in the absolute (or lab) frame the fluid will have an angular
velocity and momentum.
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In the case of the example turbines run as part of this thesis, the target velocity vector was purely
radially inwards, similar to that shown in Figure 4.2. For the turbine simulations the stagnation
conditions for the inflow were chosen as;
Table 4.1: Stagnation Conditions of Inlet Flow
Variable Value
P0 3 · 105 Pa
T0 520K
In order to promote flow in the correct direction as the simulation initiates, the bulk of the mesh
was initialised at a lower pressure (2 · 105 Pa), with the outlet set to a lower pressure again
(1 · 105 Pa), resulting in a pressure gradient from high at the inlet to low at the outlet.
After isentropic expansion, these flow conditions result in an V vector with a magnitude of
approximately Mach 0.8, with a desired Vrel of Mach 0.2. Using these and completing the
trigonometry, the desired U is approximately Mach 0.77, which after considering the tempera-
ture of the flow results in a true velocity of 350 m/s. Rearranging the equation U = ωr with a
turbine radius of 25 mm, the resulting ω is about 14000 rad/s, or 133690 rpm.
It was found however that this rotational velocity created instability in the turbine simulations,
however, so a lower rotational velocity was used in that case. To resolve this issue, a larger
turbine radius may be required to reduce the rotational speed while also satisfying the velocity
triangle accurately. For simulation stability, the test were performed with a rotational velocity
of 5 · 103 rad/s (48000 rpm). The only effect this will have on the flow is minor increase in
inflow velocity and change in inflow direction.
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4.3 Simulation Results
For testing of the new turbine geometry, and verification that the simulation parameters were set
correctly, a relatively coarse mesh (approximately 30000 cells) was used for the CFD analysis.
While this will have an effect on the accuracy of the flow solution, for the purposes of exploring
the solution at the meta-level, this refinement is suitable.
To simplify the setting of the boundaries, a number of tests were run without rotation - the result
of this is an approximate solution for the flow through the turbine, but disregarding the effects
that arise from the interaction between the stationary fluid in the tip clearance, and the bulk flow
between the blades.
Figure 4.3: Fluid solution with no rotation. Glyphs (arrows) are oriented in the direction of
flow, and coloured according the the flow pressure. Bulk fluid direction is from lower left to
upper right. Additional views of this flow solution are available in Appendix 1: Stationary Rotor
Simulation.
An overview of the flow solution for a simulation run with no rotation can be seen in Figure
4.3. Of interest in this simulation was a correct run of the simulation, with fluid running in the
correct direction. The fluid does travel in the correct direction through the passage as intended,
thus it can be assumed that the initialisation conditions of the turbine are correct.
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Figure 4.4 shows the Mach number throughout the flow solution without turbine rotation. A
notable flow feature evident in this design is the increase and subsequent decrease (shown as an
arrow colour move towards red and back to blue) about halfway along the passage. The presence
of a spike like this may indicate a turbine design with unnecessary losses - fluid is travelling
faster than is needed and creating a spike such as this will likely have more irreversible losses
due to friction than a similar turbine with a velocity profile that has a smoother, unidirectional
change (i.e. fluid velocity only decreases through the passage as an example). The desired Mach
number distribution through the passage is a smooth increase, as shown as the lower curve in
Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.4: Mach Number distribution along the fluid passage. Arrows are scaled with velocity,
and coloured by Mach number.
Figure 4.5: Desirable vs. Undesirable Mach number distribution along the fluid passage. The
upper curve, with the highlighted spike, is the undesired distribution.
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Since this model does not include flow losses due to a lack of fluid viscosity, the Mach number
does not have a general upwards trend. The Mach number does still exhibit the undesirable
spike, however, so if viscous effects were added to the simulations the losses would be high.
Figure 4.6 shows the trend through the passage based on post-processed data (see section 5 -
Post Processing).
Figure 4.6: Mach number in the relative frame through the turbine passage.
At this stage, with no rotation of the rotor, the direction of the in-flow boundary condition was
also checked, as the documentation regarding the syntax of the radial boundary condition was
not clear regarding the location of set flow angles. This direction was also found to be correct,
and as such rotation could now be added to the simulation.
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4.4 Simulations with Rotation
Figure 4.7 shows the flow solution for a rotational case - for this scenario the turbine was set
to rotate at 5 · 103 rad/s (48000 rpm), with the boundary conditions set as in Figure 4.3. The
mesh used for this simulation is in its original form, without modifications to the Be´zier curves
defining the passage.
Figure 4.7: Fluid solution with rotation. Glyphs are oriented in the direction of flow, and
coloured according the the flow pressure. For reference, flow is moving from bottom to top.
Additional views of this flow solution are available in Appendix 2: Rotating Rotor Simulation.
Since the turbine was now given a rotational speed, it can be seen that across the top of the
passage within the tip clearance section, there is now a cross-flow caused by the stationary fluid
in this section. As a result of this cross flow, there are fluid re-circulations within the passage, as
seen by crossing arrows. A reduction of these re-circulations is one reason why splitter blades
may be advantageous within the passage, providing a barrier and working to reduce the possible
size of the circular flow structures in the wider parts of the channel.
For the remainder of the CFD tests, arbitrary shape modifications were performed to the fluid
passage to assess whether there were significant changes to the flow solution. The first of these
tests included a loose approximation of the shape of a splitter blade - due to the low number of
control points used in this initial test, there is a significant effect to the passage shape with a
relatively small change of points.
For the first shape modification, a CFD simulation was run using the geometry modification
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shown earlier in Figure 3.15. This simulation was run with the same initialisation settings as
the previous rotation case.
Upon completion of the simulation case, the first area of the solution examined was the perfor-
mance of the leading edge of the mesh structure introduced, the flow solution shown in Figure
4.8.
Figure 4.8: Cross sectional view of the flow solution at at 4 slices along the ’splitter’. Mesh can
be seen in Figure 3.15 arrows are scaled according to velocity and coloured according to flow
pressure. The remainder of the flow solution matches that shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.7.
While a majority of the flow solution is very similar to the original unmodified mesh case, which
is an expected result, the behaviour in the near vicinity to the ’blade’ shows some changes. As
can be seen as red-coloured arrows in Figure 4.8 there is a high pressure region created as the
floor is pulled upwards. As this is on the leading edge, with the high pressure zone facing
against the flow of fluid this will create drag and therefore losses within the fluid passage. As
such, again as expected, this design is not advantageous to the performance of the turbine, but
does serve as a proof-of-concept for the parametric modification of the fluid passage.
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Based on the prior literature on the purpose and usage of splitter blades, another modification
to the mesh was used in the region of 0.05 ≤ L ≤ 0.25, shown in Figure 4.9.
(a) Rudimentary splitter-blade modification to the turbine mesh
(b) Cross section of the splitter
Figure 4.9: Splitter blade mesh modification. As can be seen the profile of the blade is not as
sharp as a true blade would be, so while the behaviour of the blade is not perfect it will have
some splitting effect in this wide part of the channel.
After running this model through the flow solver, particular focus was given to the behaviour
of fluid around the splitter blade area. An expected indicator of correct splitter behaviour is a
noticeable separation between the two halves of the flow passage in the vicinity of the blade.
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Figure 4.10 shows a snapshot of the boundary layer of the flow solution. Notable features are
the clearly different flow properties (velocity magnitude) between the left and right side of the
flow. This indicates that there is a degree of flow splitting performed by the blade. Since the
simulation is run with inviscid fluid there are minimal boundary layer effects, and thus the flow
field can be viewed from outside the mesh.
Figure 4.10: Boundary layer view of the splitter blade.
To examine the 3-dimensional flow properties in more detail, streamlines were traced from the
inlet (lower) upwards through the passage. As can be seen, some of these streamlines (the three
closely similar lines to the left of the blade) shown in Figure 4.11 encounter the splitter blade
and do turn to align with the rest of the flow. This is a clear indication that the splitter is working
to seperate the flow as intended.
Figure 4.11: Streamline tracing from the turbine rotor inlet. The highlighted streamlines can be
seen to be turned by the blade. The position of the blade is shown as a black line.
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To further examine the effects of the splitter blade, pressure plots for simulations with and
without a splitter blade, shown in Figure 4.12.
(a) Pressure across a slice, with a splitter blade
(b) Pressure across a slice, with a splitter blade
Figure 4.12: Pressure distribution in the fluid passage with and without splitter blades.
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As can be seen in the slices in Figure 4.12, the splitter blade does have a minor elevated pressure
region in its left side. This region will act to alleviate some of the extreme pressure gradient that
is evident across the width of the fluid passage - one of the purposes for having a splitter blade
is the alleviation of some of the high pressure gradient across the blades. Taking the values of
the pressure gradients into account, the pressure difference from one side of the main blade to
the other (remembering that slices like these would be arranged radially around a hub, the far
left and right sides of the slice are the right and left sides of a blade, respectively) is marginally
lower with the splitter blade. This would work to reduce tip leakage over the main blades for
the splitter blade case. While this difference is not expected to be large due to the very loose
approximation of a true blade, the fact that this difference does exist does indicate some splitter
blade functionality, thus validating the method.
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Chapter 5
Post-Processing
To gain more insight into the properties of the flow, a post-processor was run of the flow solution
of the simulation. This post-processor calculates flow properties at chosen slices along the
fluid passage, extracting information regarding the mass flux through a slice or flow enthalpy.
The post-processing tool determines these properties in both the absolute and relative frames -
absolute properties being the properties more indicative of turbine performance.
The mass flux through the turbine is analysed in section 5.0.1 to determine whether conver-
gence to a quasi-steady solution has occurred. The convergence will be indicated in two ways -
agreement between the mass flow rate at the inlet and outlet of the turbine, as well as agreement
in the mass flow for multiple simulation time steps.
The torque output for both the splitter blade and non-splitter blade cases will also be analysed,
using the change in absolute flow enthalpy across the turbine and the Euler equation for turbo-
machinery, a summary of which is provided in section 5.0.2.
This post-processor was run on both rotating cases, to capture the flow properties with and
without splitter blades and allow quantitative comparison.
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5.0.1 Convergence Study
As the desired flow solution state was quasi-steady, a convergence study was performed on the
flow solutions to ensure the flow had reached this condition. To do this, the mass flow rate
through the turbine was examined, both the check for continuity between the inlet and outlet,
as well as continuity between time steps.
Rotating Turbine - No Splitter Blades
Figures 5.1a through 5.1d show the mass flow rate of air vs the meridional position along the
passage (0 being the inlet, 1 being the outlet). Due to the slicing method, the last 2 slices were
disregarded for the mass flow calculation, as the slices did not consist of a whole cross section
of the fluid passage, as the slices were cut off by the end of the mesh resulting in an incomplete
slice. As such, the plot does not extend the whole way to position = 1.
(a) Time index 340 of 680 (b) Time index 671 of 680
(c) Time index 676 of 680 (d) Time index 680 of 680
Figure 5.1: Mass flow vs. Meridional position at various simulation time indexes, for turbine
passage without splitter blade
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Analysing Figure 5.1, it can be seen that the mass flow distribution is steady for the three later
time indexes (671, 676, 680), indicating that a quasi-steady state had been reached. Importantly,
for time step 680 the inlet and outlet flowrates do match to within 2 · 10−5 kg/s, an acceptable
error margin. Time index 340 is different to the other three however (the mass flow from merid-
ional position 0.8 onwards does not match the other time steps) indicating that convergence had
not been reached at this stage.
It it therefore evident that the simulation has reached steady state.
Rotating Turbine - With Splitter Blades
The same analysis was also performed to check convergence for the case with splitter blades
introduced near the beginning of the passage (meridional position 0.05 to 0.25). Figures 5.2a
through 5.2d display the mass flux distributions for the turbine with splitter blade.
(a) Time index 340 of 648 (b) Time index 641 of 648
(c) Time index 644 of 648 (d) Time index 648 of 648
Figure 5.2: Mass flow vs. Meridional position at various simulation time indexes, for turbine
passage with a splitter blade
The splitter case shows agreement between the the later time indexes analysed, indicating that
a quasi-steady state has been reached.
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5.0.2 Torque Calculation
To quantify the torque output from the system, an energy balance will be performed across the
turbine. The energy balance across a control volume around the rotor gives;
P = m˙(ht1 − ht0) (5.1)
And since P = T ω;
T = m˙
ω
(ht1 − ht0) (5.2)
Where subscripts 0 and 1 indicate the inlet and outlet of the turbine respectively.
Using data extracted from the inlet and outlet flow, the following results were found for each
turbine;
Without Splitter With Splitter
ht0 (kJ/kg) 571.252 569.877
ht1 (kJ/kg) 500.461 503.155
∆ht (kJ/kg) 70.791 66.721
m˙ (kg/s) 2.233 · 10−3 2.183 · 10−3
Power Output (W) 158.077 145.643
ω (rad/s) 5000 5000
Torque (Nm) 3.162 · 10−2 2.913 · 10−2
As can be seen from the data, with the addition of a splitter blade to the turbine the total power
output and torque decreased - this is due to the flow losses due to the flow disruption of the
loose splitter blade approximation. If the blade were modelled with a thinner profile it would
likely work more in the turbine’s favour. The power output is also very low for this turbine, due
to its small size (rotor radius = 25 mm).
Since the turbine simulations were run with inviscid fluid, it is not useful to attempt an efficiency
calculation due to the absence of frictional losses - a major effect.
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Dicussion of Results
6.1 Geometry Modification
As a result of the geometry modifications performed for the turbine meshing tool, the goals of
the project were met regarding the unconstraining of the fluid passage shape. As a prototype of
the methodology, the geometry generated is as intended with corner fillets and a surface defined
by Be´zier curves. Based on initial experimentation into the generation of arbitrary passage
shapes, the potential for this geometry definition to be used in future optimisation algorithms
is high. While the process is functional, there are opportunities to streamline the process, and
those opportunities will be identified in the following paragraphs.
Beginning with the corner fillets defined for the fluid passage. Due to the definition of these
fillet curves with only three control points, the curves produced are not exactly circular and as
such there is room for a new definition of these curves to better approximate a circle. While not
a large issue, in the event of a turbine design being manufactured as a result of an automated
design process in the future, the produced product would not exactly match the design. Depend-
ing on the dimensional accuracy of the design process this difference may not be significant and
may be within manufacturing tolerances, however with a new definition this compromise would
not have to be made.
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Along a similar vein, the approximation of an arc for lines M1M2 and R1R2 is not exact -
when multiple fluid passages are revolved around a shaft, this may result in a turbine that is
not exactly circular at the inlet and the outlet. The effects of this inaccuracy are not currently
known, and the approximation is accurate to the eye when inspecting the mesh, so it is likely
that the effects would be minimal. Since the direction of the inlet flow is set independently of
the orientation of the inlet cells, a small deviation at the inlet will not effect the initialisation of
the flow, so in the event that the approximation is not accurate the flow solution will not suffer
a large reduction in validity.
Figure 6.1: Demonstration of a Be´zier curve vs. an arc. The shaded area indicates the difference.
The perforated line is the arc.
In its current form the methodology for modifying the shape of the passage is not trivial - in
order to perform shape modifications to the fluid passage there requires some hard-coding to the
system. While adequate for testing, as the modifications can be made with an intended shape in
mind, if the handling of the shape modification was performed by an optimisation algorithm, the
current method would not be suitable. To make this method suitable, it would be advantageous
to set up the geometry in a way that would allow the shape to be defined by a sequence of
numbers (for example) and the shape of the passage be fully defined. Furthermore, in order
to maintain a mesh without overlapping cells, a lot of care must be taken when modifying the
passage. To avoid this, extra considerations must be made within the coding to automatically
configure the modification and apply constraints to maintain a working mesh.
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6.2 CFD
While the goal of this thesis was not to create a new turbine design, the CFD results were
important to verify the methodology of a fluid passage with a lot of shape freedom as a proof-of-
concept. The simulations performed on the turbine did show that the mesh generated correctly
in each case, with any flow structures introduced interfacing smoothly with the rest of the mesh.
The simulations also reached quasi-steady state as intended.
As can be seen in the CFD results there is a fairly significant amount of mesh quality artefacts
that arise due to cells that are too large. While this means that the exact properties of the flow
through the turbine must not be taken as completely accurate, however the bulk flow charac-
teristics (which are the primary motivator behind performing the CFD analysis) are still valid.
Therefore, it was decided that the simulations would be run with a lower level of refinement
to reduce the computational expense of each simulation. In the future, however, these results
would need to be verified with both a rigorous dependency study leading on to analysis with a
mesh that is much further refined.
It was not the intention to get vastly different flow solutions with a passage with modified
control points, instead the test was intended as an example of the modifications that could be
done - while maintaining mesh integrity. Some experimental mesh structures were used to test
the pliability of the mesh, including an example of a small splitter blade included in the start of
the passage. This splitter blade was found to work well in the mesh, however in the construction
of the CFD mesh there was a high degree of manual work required to make the mesh generate
without overlapping cells.
Based on Figure 4.8 it can be seen that the introduction of features to the fluid passage does
create adverse flow effects, however this design is not entirely indicative of a true performance-
based design decision. Such adverse flow conditions may be alleviated by increasing the sharp-
ness and improving the leading edge design of a splitter blade, thus potentially providing benefit
to the blade loading and in-turn, the efficiency of the turbine. The mesh structure added by con-
trol point manipulation are not controlled with the precision required of a splitter blade, and
more care would need to be taken to control the shape of these blades in the future.
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6.3 Splitter Blade Effects
As was mentioned within the results section of this report, The introduction of an approximation
of a splitter blade did have an effect on the flow solution, working to provide a small degree
of flow splitting in the region of the blade, as as well as marginally reducing the pressure delta
between the two sides of the main rotor blades. While the blade introduced to the fluid passage is
not an ideal shape, the effects on the flow field were as expected, and as such, the demonstration
works successfully as a proof-of-concept.
An undesirable side effect of creating the splitter blade in the passage is the ’squashing effect
the blade had on the mesh above the blade tip. This creates mesh cells that are out of shape, with
aspect ratios (width to height) that are very far away from the ideal value of 1:1. A large aspect
ratio degrades the quality of the cfd mesh, as properties are resolved in different resolutions in
different directions - a very fine mesh is required for this to be acceptable.
By adding the splitter blade to the turbine it was found that the power and torque output of the
rotor decreased marginally. This is likely due to the disruption to the flow and vortices created
as the fluid passes over the blade, reducing the potential work the fluid can perform.
To examine splitter blade behaviour in more detail, some more modifications must be made to
the method by which the control points are moved, in order to allow a thinner, sharper blade to
be produced, in the hope that the flow is not disrupted.
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Chapter 7
Future Work
7.1 Extensions to Geometry Modification Methodology
Using the methodology presented in this thesis, simple modifications to the shape of the passage
can be made with relative ease, however there is room for improvement to the method to allow
more complex shapes to be made. Rather than the leading and trailing edges be modified in
the way presented in section 3.2.3, an advantageous change would be the introduction of Be´zier
curves along the length of the passage as well as in the direction in which they are already
defined. The result of this would be a Be´zier surface - essentially a Be´zier curve in 3 dimensions.
The advantage of such a surface is that the smoothness of the leading and trailing edges of any
mesh structures introduced will be forced to be smooth, reducing the human-dependence of the
mesh.
Figure 7.1: Example Be´zier surface. The surface is defined with a ’control grid’ rather than
control points, resulting in the smooth surface behaviour shown. [19]
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The use of such a surface would help to further expand the solution space for optimisation by
allowing more complex surface behaviour along the length of the fluid passage. By defining the
length-ways contours of the passage as Be´zier curves, any abrupt flow changes that may arise
from an optimisation process would be smoothed out, ensuring that output designs are smooth
and coherent.
Another required modification is an increase to the fidelity with which the passage can be mod-
ified. To achieve this it would be constructive to allow the control points to move in arbitrary
directions. In the current form each control point has freedom along a straight path, however
this may prove restrictive to the potential designs found via optimisation algorithms. By al-
lowing an additional degree of freedom to the control points the design space of the turbine
will increase considerably. By letting the control points hunt for a solution with such freedom,
however, produces challenges regarding maintaining the integrity of the mesh. If the control
point moves too far it may skew and warp the mesh to a degree where the mesh will not be able
to generate successfully. As such, the plane of movement for the control points must be well
defined before the freedom to move can be awarded.
As was discovered with the implementation of an extrapolation method, the mesh integrity
was very sensitive to the control point movements - it was difficult to obtain a mesh without
overlapping cells, as the degree of movement was not obvious via direct modification of the
geometry code. As a solution to this problem, constraints need to be formulated based on the
path tracked by the Be´zier curve. These constraints are important if the control of the Be´zier
curve it to be handed completely to an optimisation algorithm. A possible modification to
the methodology to alleviate the preceding problem is the introduction of a new coordinate
system formulated in two dimensions. In this domain, the fluid passage can be constructed as
a flat projection of the passage cross section - it is in this state that the passage shape can be
modified freely without worry of warping the slice out of its plane. Once the desired passage
shape is constructed in the 2-D domain, the coordinates would be mapped to the global (r, θ,
z) coordinate system, producing the slice in 3 dimensions, suitable for insertion into the main
fluid passage.
Another extension to the methodology presented in this thesis is the introduction of a stator
to the fluid simulations performed. The stator initiates the inlet flow using rue flow solutions
rather than a constant boundary condition as was used for this project. This will have the result
of producing a more true-to-life flow solution for the turbine rotor. Due to its important role
aligning the flow as it enters the turbine, it may be advantageous to include the stator in an
optimisation process - or at least include it when quantifying the turbine performance.
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7.2 Splitter Blade Meshing
To improve the meshing of splitter blades, the main points to consider are the shape of the blade
itself, and the quality of the mesh. Both of these points were identified as deficiencies in the
methodology presented in this thesis.
The first change to the methodology relates to a point raised earlier, regarding the degrees of
freedom of the control points defining the floor of the fluid passage. By allowing the control
points to move sideways as well as up, the splitter blade shape could be controlled with more
precision, resulting in better handling of the walls (i.e. the walls would be flat and vertical) as
well as the interface with the hub, in the form of fillet corners.
An example of how the blade could be changed by allowing more degrees of freedom to the
control points is shown in Figure 7.2.
Figure 7.2: By moving control points with more than one degree of freedom, the shape of the
splitter blade can be controlled with more fidelity.
The introduction of the new blocking structure to create the splitter would allow more accurate
blade shaping. This would involve creating more blocks where the blade exists to allow control
of the blade shape, particularly the leading and trailing edges. This will increase the complexity
of the meshing structure considerably, however. A possible method of completing this change
would be to use the current meshing method to create the inlet and bulk of the passage ends,
with a new method used to create a segment with more refined blocks, sandwiched in between.
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Alternatively, this change would require some deep level changes to how the meshing code
operates.
7.3 Optimisation Algorithm
Another clear direction for the future development of this turbine design tool is the introduction
of an optimisation algorithm to the program. Based on successes found in prior turbomachinery
optimisation attempts in [9], the adjoint method of optimisation appears to be a promising
direction due to its effective handling of very large numbers of control points. Contrary to
an optimisation algorithm that works by moving small numbers of inputs at a time, the adjoint
method processes the entire dataset and can move all inputs (in the case of this design tool the
algorithm would move every control point) towards a solution simultaneously.
The implementation of this algorithm will involve deep-level changes to the mesh generation
code, as the algorithm will need to interface with every aspect of the generation of the geometry.
As such, understanding of the method will need to be developed before large-scale implemen-
tation to the overall design tool.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
The following points summarise the major milestones and conclusions reached throughout com-
pletion of the project;
1. Using Be´zier curves, the fluid passage cross section was successfully redefined. As a
result of this, the passage shape was able to be modified with new flow structures with
relative ease - as a proof-of-concept this methodology was used to introduce rudimentary
splitter-blade-like features to the fluid passage.
2. These new passage shapes were then analysed using CFD to examine changes to the flow
solution, as well as verify that the mesh was still functional. As a result of this analysis
it was discovered that the most challenging aspect of the introduction of new shapes to
the mesh was the handling of the leading and trailing edges - extra care was required
when handling these areas, as it was found that there existed a significant high-pressure
zone and vortices at the leading edge of the blade, having an adverse effect on turbine
performance.
3. Examining the effects of a splitter blade indicated that turbine torque did reduce with the
blade introduced. This is due to the flow disruption caused by a blade that was not sharp,
a weakness of the methodology used. The splitter blade did have a minor splitting effect
on the flow through the turbine as intended however, working as a proof-of-concept for
both the methodology and splitter blade function.
4. The next step building upon this work is the development of an optimisation algorithm in
order to automate the modification of the turbine fluid passage for maximum performance.
This algorithm will take the Be´zier control points defining the passage into account, al-
lowing the design space of the turbine to be as large as possible so that more efficient and
potentially novel radial turbine designs can be found.
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Chapter 9
Appendix
9.1 Additional Solution Views
9.1.1 Stationary Simulation
The following images show views of the flow solution with a non-rotating turbine rotor. The
axis are included in the lower left corner for orientation.
Figure 9.1: View from direction of shaft
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Figure 9.2: Side View
Figure 9.3: Top View
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Figure 9.4: External View - Included to display shape of the bulk mesh
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9.1.2 Rotating Simulation
The following images show views of the flow solution with a rotating turbine rotor. The axis
are included in the lower left corner for orientation.
Figure 9.5: View from direction of shaft
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Figure 9.6: View from direction of shaft
Figure 9.7: Front View, parallel with inflow
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Figure 9.8: External View - Included to display shape of the bulk mesh
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